conventionality of the symbols, ensured they were not relying on mere memorization, but actively creating novel codes during communication.
Our predictions for both experiments were preregistered on the Open Science Framework. In experiment 1, we tested 26 pairs of participants using the basic paradigm outlined above. In experiment 2, we aimed to replicate the main results in a new sample of 48 participant pairs. Additionally, the procedure was adjusted to test whether codes established with shared visual context were more generalisable and would still be used if contexts changed. We did this by splitting the basic experiment in two halves, during which the reference space was limited to one half of the total colour space. Further changes were a refined symbol set and a perceptually controlled colour space.
The results of both experiments show, as predicted, that performance was better in pairs with shared visual context than in pairs with absent visual context (see Figure 1 ). This could be confirmed in mixed-effects models with maximal random effects structure. Furthermore, the models demonstrate that pairs make significant progress in accuracy over time in both experiments. Additionally, we compared the symbol inventories in both conditions in experiment 1, as measured by the number of symbols used successfully according to a preregistered threshold of successful trials, and found that symbol inventories were larger in shared visual context pairs. Lastly, we compared the generalisability of the codes in experiment 2, measured by calculating the relative number of symbols reused in the different context of the second half of the experiment. We found that reuse was only functional with shared visual context, yet absent visual context pairs reused more symbols.
Participants successfully solved the task by establishing new codes, which vary wildly between dyads. From the results, we conclude that shared visual context has an important role during the emergence of novel codes, making them more successful and frequent. This contributes to our understanding of how communication can arise ostensively.
